Abstract. There is much current interest in general equality constrained quadratic programming problems, both for their own sake and for their applicability to active set methods for nonlinear programming. In the former case, typically, the issues are existence of solutions and their determination. In the latter instance, nonexistence of solutions gives rise to directions of infinite descent. Such directions may subsequently be used to determine a more desirable active set.
1.1. Introduction. The ability to solve equality constrained quadratic programs is of fundamental importance in the theory of nonlinear programming. Firstly, it is the simplest nonlinear programming problem and secondly, much of the basis for current algorithms for nonlinear programming depends upon solving quadratic programming problems as subproblems. Well-known examples include successive quadratic programming (see, for example Chamberlain, Lemar6chal, Pedersen and Powell (1982) and Powell (1978) ), active set strategies (see, for example Murray and Wright (1978) and Biggs (1975) ) and the method of Coleman and Conn (Coleman and Conn (1982a) and (1982b)).
Consequently, there is much interest in the design of robust and efficient methods for handling general quadratic programs stably.
Our own particular interest in nonlinear programming concerns those methods which attempt to minimize some quadratic modelling function in a particular subspace that represents a linearization of the constraints that it is supposed are active at the solution. Such methods give rise to equality constrained quadratic programs. In this paper we consider the Equality Constrained Quadratic Program.
EQP: minimize ,e pHp + gp =-Q(p) subject to
Ap O, where H is n n symmetric, A is Xn, rank (t _< n), and g is an n-vector.
We take the point of view that it is important that our method of determining p is not disjoint from our method of determining existence. Furthermore, if possible, we would like to exploit any structure available, in the implementation.
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Recently, Gould (1983) We will consider three methods, termed, null, range and Lagrangian methods. The null-space method is basically that of Bunch and Kaufman (1980) . (1981, pp. 65-67) ) to obtain similar results for EQP.
Let Z be any n (n-t) matrix such that AZ O, rank (A T:Z) n (see, e.g., Gill and Murray (1974, pp. 57-62) In the section which follows we will describe three approaches to finding stationary points for EQP, when such points exist. Each gives rise to particular matrix decompositions. Whenever minimizers do not exist, a significant feature of the approach in this paper is the method used to determine a suitable done or dolid.
In the calculation of doncs and dolids, we shall explicitly exploit the matrices that arise in the particular underlying method for finding stationary points for EQP. Gill, Murray and Wright (1981) , Gill et al. (1982) and Gould (1983 In (AH-1A T) (a +, a_, ao).
The following lemma, a special case of Lemma 3.4 (Gould (1983) ), is crucial to our Gould (1983) It is this latter requirement that predisposes us to consider an approach based upon the Bunch-Parlett-Fletcher-Kaufman generalized Cholesky factorization (Bunch and Parlett (1971) , Fletcher (1976) , Bunch and Kaufman (1977) Fletcher and Freeman (1977) , Sorensen (1977) , Mor6 and Sorensen (1979) , Goldfarb (1980) and in a particular null-space method for EQP (Bunch and Kaufman (1980) ). Bunch (1971) , Bunch and Kaufman (1977) il_ (--D2) and the tt,.'s and 13's are suitably chosen.
As before, it is computationally more attractive to work with the negative vectors of the block diagonal matrices D1 and D_ rather than the ai's and hi's. (PEN PEME) i P2 M2 D2 ui (2) 0.
Let the matrix 5 7 be made up of columns ND ui(1)(i I_(D)). By construction these columns are either single columns or linear combinations of two columns of N. Similarly let T be made up of the columns MEDEui (E) (i I+(DE)). As MEDEui () is either a single column of ME or a linear combination of two adjacent columns, T preserves the "triangular-like" structure of ME. Moreover, given ME, T is trivial to obtain. Defining the vectors a and 3 to have elements ai(i I_(D)) and ]3.(i I+(D2)), (3.5) becomes (3.6) (2" r) () 0.
Each column of N, and hence /, must be calculated from the definition N PAP Mr-r D i-. As this could prove expensive if many columns of/ are required, we try to obtain a solution to (3.6) which has as few nonzero components of et as possible. As a dependence amongst the columns of (1" T) may require + 1 columns, we look for such a dependence in the a+ columns of T and any a + + columns at 1. Clearly it is not possible to make statements about a + being close to t, but since we are using a range-space method we do at least expect t to be reasonably small. Certain columns of N are easier to obtain than others.
Observing that Ui
(1) is either 7(il)ei or 7l)(e/ q-/(1)ei+l) for appropriate 7/(1) and / (1) probably worth spending extra effort in.obtaining a factorization of H which maintains some of the structure in H. For Lagrangian methods, it is possible to insist that row and column interchanges are made so that the first n X n blocks of the generalized Cholesky factors of K are the factors of H. This is important since, for the range-space methods just discussed, it is possible that H can be factored, so as to maintain any structure present. Furthermore, if H does not change from one subproblem to the next, the factorization of K will only change in its last rows and its last columns. It is to be expected that simple changes to the matrix A (as may result from quadratic programming applications) will result in simple changes to the appropriate factorizations. For a discussion of the changes which become necessary, see Sorensen (1977) and Bunch and Kaufman (1980) .
